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The Go-To Guy
for Ultra-Pure hBN Crystals
An Interview with Takashi TANIGUCHI
Takashi TANIGUCHI
NIMS Fellow, Project Leader of the Quantum Materials Project

Dr. Takashi Taniguchi is renowned for high-pressure synthesis of hBN (hexagonal boron nitride)
crystals, a key material in nanotechnology research. His ultra-pure hBN crystals are the highest
quality available, and they have been attracting the attention of researchers around the world,
contributing to a variety of research into two-dimensional materials in the fields of quantum physics
and quantum devices, including graphene research. Dr. Taniguchi joined MANA in April 2020, and is
now the leader of the newly launched NIMS Quantum Materials Project.

Crucial Material for Quantum Research
– You’re world-famous for your hBN crystals. Why are you the go-to guy for this material?
Mostly it’s just a result of luck and good circumstances, especially having access to our beautiful 30,000ton hydraulic press. But more importantly, for more than 10 years I have had the freedom to concentrate
on this work, to keep the momentum and direction, using very nice facilities. Being able to monopolize the
equipment is a huge benefit -- such a situation
is not easy to come by.
I have been studying single crystal growth
under high pressure for more than 20 years
now. High-purity crystals can be obtained
using facilities like these, including our press,
and I have sole use of them.
Also, as a NIMS researcher, I have a big
advantage over university people -- no
lecturing responsibilities -- and that frees up a
lot of time, which I can put into my research.
Of course, this is a national lab, so there are
some big projects I participate in. But there's
also freedom to do other things of interest.
– What are the crystals used for?
They’re mostly used by researchers studying graphene. As you probably know, graphene is a monolayer
of graphite, a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. It conducts
electricity and heat with impressive efficiency, so it is being used in quantum transport research, and we
expect lots of applications, including anti-corrosion coatings, sensors, electronics, flexible displays, solar
panels, DNA sequencing, drug delivery -- all kinds of things.
But producing graphene of decent quality, and in large quantities, is extremely difficult, and so is handling
it. The problem is, it's very sensitive -- the atomic monolayer interacts with whatever substrate it’s on, so the
graphene surface allows no free bonding, and the carriers can’t move smoothly. You need an insulating layer,
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a perfectly flat, protective substrate that won’t interfere with
the graphene’s electrons, and for this hBN crystals seem
perfect. They have almost the same structure as graphene,
and they don't bond. But they do insulate -- that is crucial.
Originally, my main focus was cubic boron nitride (cBN)
crystals, and I achieved a high level of purity by using
high pressure. High-purity hBN crystals were also there
in my sample capsule when I took it out of the press, as a
byproduct. Then, one day, my colleague Kenji Watanabe
noted that since they were almost colorless and very
transparent, the optics people might find them interesting.
There were some impurities, which imparted a yellowish or brownish tint, but if the crystal is clear, that doesn’t
matter. So we published some papers on single-crystal hBN. A while later, graphene was discovered, and those
researchers took an interest.
They knew hBN should be a good substrate for graphene, and they tried to use it. But commercially available
crystals were very small, like powder, 5-10 microns, and they didn’t work so well. Then they found our NIMS
paper on bigger hBN crystals and the collaborations started.
– What is the relevance of your research
to nanoarchitectonics?
The crystals can be used to study very precise things,
to manipulate things at extremely small scales, like
electrons and so on. Each crystal is only 1mm, but
that’s still useful for graphene research. At the 10 or 100
micron device scale, they are big enough to realize some
physics results. The field is moving very fast -- when I
started this work five years ago, there was very little of
this work going on. But nowadays it is highly advanced
technically.

Encouraging Collaboration Worldwide
– Your crystals must be very expensive to make. Why do you supply them free of charge?
It's a two-way collaboration. We supply them for free, but in exchange we get material evaluation agreements
with institutions and universities.
In the beginning, some Columbia University researchers published a paper with us as co-authors, and it was
quite sensational in the field. After that, many requests arrived, and we supplied them, too. So we just continued
that way, with collaboration.
It has been suggested that we change our strategy to a payment basis, but if we did that, the collaborations
would end. As it is, people include us as co-authors of their papers, totaling more than 1,000 so far, and this
raises the profile of NIMS. Furthermore, collaborators have given us useful feedback to improve the quality of
our hBN crystals. So collaboration is better for everyone.
– Where do you go from here?
One important thing is to figure out some alternative way to make the hBN crystals without using this huge
apparatus, and also make them bigger, which would be a great benefit for research.
But so far, the chemistry is not well controlled without pressure, which is why we need the press. There have
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been some attempts elsewhere, but as far as I know, no one is catching up in terms of crystal quality.
Without the press it would be much more difficult.
Nanosheet technology will have a role. This is a very sophisticated area at MANA, and some people are
making good functional nanosheets without having to use high pressure. Nanosheets are not perfect for
quantum manipulation, as the orientation is a bit random, but they have other important functions.
– Could you tell us about your new position with NIMS’s Quantum Materials Project?
The government has selected a number of priority research projects, and is directing funds toward them.
One is quantum technology -- quantum computing, quantum information and so on -- related to the very
small physical world, the quantum domain.
We need to study the f undamentals of the
materials themselves, how to combine them with
other materials, how to make interfaces, etc.
This kind of work is being done in many places,
including RIKEN, the University of Tokyo and
others, and many institutions are collaborating.
So the president of NIMS proposed a new research
plan centered around quantum physics.
Q uantum research needs every thing -- the
materials, modeling, theory, equipment and so on.
NIMS can play a key role in materials, so we started
the Quantum Materials Project last year.

Good Life = Good Research
– What can you tell young researchers about the future of materials science in general, and your field
in particular?
Well first of all, as I mentioned, I'm a very lucky guy, because I have access to excellent facilities, which is a
huge advantage in my research. So I would say to young researchers: “Be as lucky as possible!” But seriously,
you can’t know the future, though you can be ready
to be lucky -- you can be prepared for when good
fortune comes along.
The most important thing is to enjoy the work.
I want to emphasize that my main interest is in
things that nobody has done before, and this is
what makes my work exciting to myself. Naturally,
we are responsible for explaining our work to get
taxpayer funds and so on -- that’s the situation
anywhere. But still, enjoy the work, and love what
you do. If life is good, so is the research.
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New Laser-Assisted Non-Volatile Memory Based on
2D van-der-Waals Heterostructures
A research team at MANA has demonstrated a laser-assisted non-volatile memory device based on
two-dimensional van-der-Waals heterostructures.
The researchers designed and investigated a few-layer rhenium disulfide (ReS2) field-effect transistor with
a local floating gate (FG) of monolayer graphene separated by a thin hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) tunnel
layer and applied it to non-volatile memory (NVM) devices.
FG-NVM devices based on 2D van-der-Waals heterostructures (atomically thin layers that are attached to
each other via very weak van-der-Waals interactions) have been the focus of considerable attention recently,
as their tuneable and multibit operation under laser light could make them important components in future
digital electronics and multifunctional memory
applications.
The team demonstrated multi-level memory
operation via 532nm laser pulse and electrostatic
gate pulse coupling. The robustness and stability
of the laser-assisted tuneable ReS2/h-BN/FGgraphene device show the potential for multibit
information storage.
Laser-assisted memory operation provides a
new degree of freedom for multifunctional
optoelectronic devices with the extra functionality
of optically communicated multilevel access.
Since laser light can travel through free space
without losing power, it allows operation of
optoelectronic devices from a distance at low
power and with little need for maintenance.
The MANA researchers used direct bandgap
multilayer ReS2 because the material satisfies various requirements as a channel material for electronic
devices, as well as being a strong light-absorbing layer, which makes it useful in light-assisted optoelectronic
applications.
The device exhibits the functionality of a conventional electronic memory and can store laser-pulse excited
signal information for future all-optical logic and quantum information processing.
It also addresses a need for a low power and optical control of multi-level operation of NVM devices, as well
as for an NVM optoelectronic device that can distinguish light wavelengths for color sensing in digital
imaging.
This research was carried out by Yutaka Wakayama (Group Leader, Quantum Device Engineering Group, WPIMANA, NIMS) and his collaborators.
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New EDLT-DAC Provides Insights Into High-Pressure
Environments
A research team at MANA have devised a way to control the carrier density in various materials under high
pressure by combining an electric double-layer transistor (EDLT) with a diamond anvil cell (DAC) and
applying the resulting EDLT-DAC to thin films.

Research into extremely high pressure environments is unlocking phenomena that are inaccessible at
ambient pressures. One recent success was the discovery of high transition-temperature superconductivity
(HTS) in hydrides using a DAC. HTS in hydrides had been predicted but never actually produced.
EDLTs have been used recently to introduce carriers into various materials, which has led to a number of
interesting phenomena being observed. Forming an EDLT on a sample surface induces a large number of
carriers around the sample surface. The EDLT structure and the DAC are the most widely used tools for
tuning physical properties in materials; combining them multiplies their usefulness.
In their research, the MANA team developed an EDLT-DAC and applied it to a thin film of bismuth. They then
exerted high pressure using the DAC and observed the electrical field effect in the condensed material to
verify the characteristics of the EDLT-DAC.
They found that the sample exhibited a prominent
response upon the application of the electric field
and pressure, as expected. The electric double
layer was stabilized by the pressure, which they
hope will contribute to the development of devices
such as new types of transistors in the field of
applied physics.
Because their EDLT-DAC can tune the carrier
density of the materials under high pressure, the
researchers believe it will help accelerate the
exploration of physical phenomena that have
never been studied before.
This research was carried out by Yoshihiko Takano
(MANA Principal Investigator, Group Leader, Nano Frontier Superconducting Materials Group, WPI-MANA,
NIMS) and his collaborators.
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2D Electronics Could Be One Drop Away
A research team at MANA has developed a surprisingly simple method for fabricating highly organized
mono- and multilayers of 2D nanosheets. All you need is a pipette and a hotplate.
Two-dimensional nanosheets have been generating a lot of excitement worldwide recently. Their broad
range of unique electronic, magnetic, optical and thermal properties that could find their way into nextgeneration devices. However, further development of 2D materials depends on finding deposition processes
that enable precise layer-by-layer control of thinfilms while reducing time, cost and energy/sample
consumption.
The team found that a simple one-drop approach
improves “drop casting” fabrication of tiled
nanosheets. Drop casting is one of the most
versatile and cost-effective methods of depositing
nanomaterials on solid surfaces. But it has serious
drawbacks, including the so-called coffee-ring
effect, a pattern left by particles after the liquid
evaporates.
They found, to their surprise, that controlled
convection by a pipette and a hotplate causes
uniform deposition rather than the ring-like
pattern, suggesting a new possibility for drop casting. The process is surprisingly simple -- dropping a
solution containing 2D nanosheets with a simple pipette onto a substrate heated on a hotplate, followed by
removal of the solution, causes the nanosheets to come together in about 30 seconds to form a tile-like
layer.
The team also produced various functional coatings such as conducting, semiconducting, insulating,
magnetic and photochromic coatings in multilayer, superlattice and submicrometer-thick forms, which
showed the potential for a convenient way to produce high-quality 2D nanosheet films. If the process can
be scaled up, it could advance development of next-generation electronics.
This research was carried out by Minoru Osada (NIMS Invited Researcher, Soft Chemistry Group, WPI-MANA,
NIMS) and his collaborators.
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